
GDA of verlander (from tigerstats)
Background Data on the pitches thrown by Justin Verlander, winner of the 2011 Cy Young Award, over
the four seasons 2009 to 2012.

Aims How fast are Verlander’s pitches? How does pitch speed vary during a game? What kinds of pitch
does he throw? Does he face more batters hitting left or hitting right?

Source Marchi and Albert: Analyzing Baseball Data with R, CRC Press 2014. The data orginally stem from
the PITCHf/x system (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/PITCHf/x).

Structure 15307 observations on 12 variables (8 numeric, 2 factors, date, and season)

Pitch speed can be displayed in a histogram.

data(verlander, package="tigerstats")
ggplot(verlander, aes(speed)) + geom_histogram(binwidth=1) + ylab("")
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Fig 1: There are two, possibly three, groups of pitch speed, and at least one low outlier (since the default
scale goes so low).

We can pick out the outlier(s) with a boxplot:

ggplot(verlander, aes("v", speed)) + geom_boxplot() + xlab("") +
scale_x_discrete(breaks=NULL) + coord_flip()
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Fig 2: There is only one low outlier, very far from the rest of the 15000 speeds. (And yes, drawing single
boxplots with ggplot2 requires a lot of code.)
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Speed obviously varies by pitch type (in fact PITCHf/x uses speed and other information to classify pitches).
The frequencies of different kinds of pitches in the dataset and the speeds by type are shown below.

library(gridExtra)
b1 <- ggplot(verlander, aes(pitch_type)) + geom_bar() + ylab("")
b2 <- ggplot(verlander, aes(pitch_type, speed)) + geom_boxplot()
grid.arrange(b2, b1, ncol=1, heights=c(5,2))
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Fig 3: Verlander throws four-seam fastballs most and sliders least often. The boxplots confirm that Verlander
uses three different speeds dependent on pitch type. The one slow outlier turns out to be a curveball.
Although curveballs are Verlander’s slowest pitch, the outlier is still an outlier amongst the curveballs.
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Pitching is hard work. Pitchers generally have rest days between games they pitch in and nowadays it is rare
that a pitcher will pitch a complete game. It seems plausible that pitching speed might decline as games
progress.

ggplot(verlander, aes(pitches, speed, colour=pitch_type)) + ylim(72.5,102.5) +
geom_point(alpha=0.05) + geom_smooth()
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Fig 4: Pitch speed plotted against the number of pitches in the game so far. The y axis limits have been
chosen to exclude the low outlier. Each type of pitch is plotted in a different colour and spline smooths have
been added by type. Individual points have been downplayed using alpha-blending. The smooths are pretty
horizontal, but the smooths for the two types of fast ball appear to slightly increase as the games go on.
Just looking at the fastballs and restricting the y axis scale shows that there are small but significant speed
variations in the mean with lower means initially and increasing means after around 100 pitches.

library(dplyr)
v4 <- verlander %>% filter(pitch_type %in% c("FF", "FT"))
ggplot(v4, aes(pitches, speed, colour=pitch_type)) + ylim(90,102.5) +

geom_point(alpha=0.25) + geom_smooth()
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Fig 5: Fastball speeds over the course of games. Note the change in scale compared to Fig 4.
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Verlander is a right-handed pitcher. Figure 6 shows a barchart of the number of pitches he threw to batters
hitting left and to batters hitting right.

ggplot(verlander, aes(batter_hand)) + geom_bar() + ylab("")
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Fig 6: About 58% of batters faced Verlander batting left-handed.

It is well-known that there are more left-handers in baseball than in the population. Added to this there are
players who can switch-hit. Finally, left-handers tend to see slightly more pitches than right-handers. So it
should be no surprise that Verlander threw a high proportion of pitches to left-handers, what is surprising is
just how high that proportion is for him. Various estimates available on the web suggest a proportion for all
pitchers of under 50% rather than over 50%.

This proportion of pitches thrown to left-handers varies by game, as Figure 7 shows.

Verlb <- verlander %>% group_by(gamedate) %>%
summarise(nL=sum(batter_hand=="L"), nR=sum(batter_hand=="R"))
ggplot(Verlb, aes(gamedate, nL/(nL+nR))) + geom_point() + ylim(0,1) + ylab("")
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Fig 7: The proportion of left-handers by game date goes from under 20% to over 85%. The distribution is
fairly similar over the four seasons.
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Marchi and Albert use this dataset in Chapter 6 of their book. They also mention other data provided by
PITCHf/x that are not included in the dataset.

It is worth noting that the dataset as provided in tigerstats has a couple of curious features. For the first
three seasons the pitches are given by pitch order within games and the games are ordered by date, as you
might expect as a default. In the fourth season both the gamedates and the pitches within the games are in
reverse order, which confuses any calculations based on the sequence of pitches, even if it is easy enough to
fix once you have noticed it.

The second curious feature is that 81 pitches are missing. That may not seem much in over 15, 000 pitches,
but it seriously complicates any calculations based on the sequence of pitches. Marchi and Albert appear to
have excluded pitches that were not one of the five major types thrown by Verlander. Excluding special cases
from a base dataset is always likely to be a cause of regret at some stage.
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